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A computer program is being elaborated as an aid in designing assembled parts whose assembly presents high
degrees of complexity. The newly created program, once incorporated in the CAD sector to increase its potential
applications, will facilitate the analysis of reciprocal relationhips between pieces of the assemblage; this will
enhance optimum decision-making in terms of geometric and functional characteristics with respect to the
previously conceived assembly sequence.
The program will automatically create images in three different ways: instantaneous images of assembly stages
for each piece of the assembled part; exploded axonometric view of the whole structure with indications of
necessary procedures for inserting or connecting the assembled part;sequenced procedures for connecting the
assembled part.
The different methods of visualization listed above will allow for project verification of the part by means of
simultaneous visual analysis of the images and rapid updating should any changes in their properties arise.
These types of visualization include simulations of piece by piece assemblage, which will facilitate an “optimal
assemblage”, meaning a set of components which are assembled in a specific sequence according to their
“structural compatibility” and taking into consideration “particular assembly requirements”.

*At the present moment the first means of computerized imagery has been defined, while preliminary work for
developing the two subsequent phases is underway. Description and functioning of the software

The software we have designed automatically produces a succession of bi- and tri-dimensional images which
represent the sequential assembly procedure of the assembled part according to their designated sequence. That is
to say, given a set of n elements, to which each of the components has been assigned a number value s, an m=n-1
set of successive images is produced, where a number of elements equal to m + 1 appear in each of the m views,
arranged according to their s value. In this way, the n-1 assembly stages can be illustrated.
The software can update the images each time the assembly sequence of individual eements is modified, so that
the effectiveness of these modifications can be immediately evaluated.
By repeating the procedure, an optimal assemblage can be identified in relatively little time.
The idea behind this software has been to create a system, once the joint is designed, that will permit the user to
assign a number to each piece which represents its assembly sequence, but which is realized in the program by
transferring the particular piece to a certain “level”. Thus, sequential asembly representation takes place by means
of a program which activates a number of level equal to the assembled elements in that assembly segment, in a
fixed number of windows.
assignExample of program application
The assembled part in figure 1 represents an external pillar of a metallic structure, on which two lateral beams and
two divider beams are bolted to pre-perforated plates using threaded reinforcing iron rods, washers and nuts.

The notched plate, which is part of the floor mould, rests on the divider beams.
Once the empirical designing phase is completed, the characteristics of each element are noted using the modal
dialogue window shown in figure 2

Figure 1 : three-dimensional image os structural part to which our software has been applied.

Figure 2 : modal dialogue window containing charteristics relative to the steel pillar.

The window has been specifically designed to include all the necessary characteristics in order to univocally
identify the piece in question and to automatically generate all three kinds of graphic representation. This is

because even though this report deals with results obtained in the sequenced visualization of assembly stages,
research is continuing parallelly on the other two kinds of representation.
In particular, the key for sequenced representation activates an optional tool bar with which all the possible
selections can be made for complete visualization of the assembly stages of the assembled structural part (figure
3).

Figure 3 : description of all the tool bar keys.

By combining the information supplied by each key it is possible to visualize the various sequences in different
ways, as in the following examples:

•
•

th

representation, in four views, of the 8 stage of part assembly (figure 4);
development of the assembly sequence of the whole constructed part in 15 isometric-right side views (figure
5);

representation of the last stage of assembly of the assembled part in the eight views created by Microstation
(figure 6).

This representation allows for a more in-depth study of a stage in which the possibility of visualizing parts
assembly is extremely limited.
Fig. 4. : in this stage the two divider beams are bolted to the pre-perforated plates with pins, washers and nuts.

Figure 5 : the individual pieces of the assembled part are assembled one at a time following the designated assembly
sequence in fiften consecutive windows.

This shows first the welding of the two plates abd the two lateral beams to the pillar, then the coupling of one of
the two divider beams, the insertion of the rod and the couplig of one of two divider beams, the inseretion of the
rod and the coupling of the second divider beam.

This last four views shows the welding of the two cormer section and the palcement of the two notched sheets,
which overlap by 15 cm.

Fig. 6 - With this kind of visualization one can view the final assembly stage from the eight main perspectives. In

this way it is possible to evaluate the reciprocal position of the parts for a more in-depth study of the assembled
part.

CAD and accompanying extensions
The CAD sector which was used to develop the concepts discussed here is from MicroStation 95. This highly
advanced program allows the user to elaborate files with bi- and tri-dimensional graphics, and to carry out
animation and rendering with a great deal of versatility. But the user can increase the efficiency of this program
by creating new, personalized commands with a programming language designed specifically for MicroStation,
namely MDL (MicroStation Development Language).
However, in order to make programming easier, several specific MicroStation extensions have been added to
Basic which can be activated by Tools created by the user.
In order to make management of the invented software even more flexible, many Tools visualize modal dialogue
windows designed to guarantee interaction with the user by means of inserting numerical data, sequential data or
switches.

*This project was also made possible thanks to the contribution of several university degree theses, in particular those of Lucia Navarra and
Laura Navarra.

